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Features of North Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep, 2nd Edition (NC-RELEP):  National

Principles & Law Key Point Review (45 pages)  Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice

(20 pages)  North Carolina-Specific Laws and Regulations Key Point Review (24 pages)  National

Practice Tests (500 questions)   North Carolina Practice Tests (130 questions)  North Carolina

Sample Exam (105 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very

nerve-wracking to prepare for. Thatâ€™s why we created the North Carolina Real Estate License

Exam Prep (NC-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and

developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works â€“ or fails to work. NC-RELEP is

comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text review

is North Carolina-specific â€“ not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate

North Carolina laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of state â€˜key point

reviewsâ€™ ideal for pre-test memorization. But letâ€™s not dismiss the importance of the national

content either. NC-RELEPâ€™s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested

national principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams from

coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate

Practice â€“ one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national

content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated

by PSI for North Carolina. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect

the topic emphasis of your stateâ€™s testing service and your North Carolina license exam. A word

about the test questionsâ€¦ NC-RELEPâ€™s testing practice section consists of ten national practice

tests, three state practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50

questions in length and the sample test is 105 questions. The test questions are designed to cover

the content covered by the law reviews â€“ which reinforces your learning of the total body of

information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test

your understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against

the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each questionâ€™s answer is accompanied

by a brief explanation, or â€œrationaleâ€• to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you

know, itâ€™s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book

will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have

done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of

success in taking and passing your North Carolina real estate exam. So good luck!! Note: For North

Carolina students looking for a comprehensive real estate principles textbook, we also publish



Principles of Real Estate Practice in North Carolina
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For over forty years, Stephen Mettling and David Cusic, PhD, have operated Performance

Programs Company, one of the nation's most successful custom training organizations specializing

in real estate program development. Mr. Mettling and Dr. Cusic have jointly written over 100 books,

courses, and custom programs in all facets of real estate for some of the countryâ€™s largest

organizations including the National Association of RealtorsÂ® and its many Institutes. Mr. Mettling

has also served as vice president and author for the countryâ€™s largest real estate training and

publishing organization. Under various capacities, he has managed the acquisition, development,

and sale of national real estate textbooks and publications, as well as directed the country's largest

affiliated group of real estate schools. Dr. Cusic, an author and educator with international real

estate training experience, has been engaged in vocation-oriented education since 1966.

Specializing in real estate training since 1983, he has developed numerous real estate training

programs for corporate and institutional clients around the country. Ryan Mettling, partner and

currently publisher of Performance Programs, is an accomplished online curriculum designer, author

and course developer. Mr. Mettling graduated Valedictorian from the University of Central

Floridaâ€™s College of Business Administration.

Fast delivery great product

One of the best, if not the best examination prep books on the market. Wish it was in video and/or



audio format.

My instructor did not offer opportunity to get study notes together to learn the material so I bought

this book thinking it would have a complete summary of each chapter in the NC Real Estate book to

use as study notes/guide. IT DOES NOT. The very brief summaries the book does have is not by

chapter but rather topic and VERY incomplete. I did not get to the point to where I could review the

testing questions, since I could not get study material together to get that far. I guess it is back to the

12 hour day plan where I manually put the study guide together myself. I had to drop the course

since the schedule does not allow time to do the instructors job as well as my own as a student. I

was trying this book as a last resort. It didn't work for me.

Good information - helped

North Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep' is a clear winner for prelicense students in North

Carolina prepping for the state exam. It has the full battery of national & state practice tests, and

also contains concisely written national and state cram cards that will be very helpful to students

trying to learn and remember all the state laws and regulations we taught them in class.

Whereas I can't comment on the information in the book the "flash cards" they say come with the

book aren't flash cards they are just pages of bullet points. Not sure how you would even use them

as flash cards. It's like a big book of bullet points.

I bought this as a birthday present for my mother in law and it seems to have everything needed to

pass the exam. The exam questions seem to really challenge your knowledge learned in the book. I

would recommend this book if anyone in North Carolina is trying to get their realtor license.

Some of the answers are incorrect, especially pertaining to NC specific questions. HOWEVER, I did

use this as my go to study guide for my test and i passed! THANK YOU!!!!
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